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Welcome
To our October 2018 edition

What a summer we’ve had,
welcoming many new advisers to the
market. It’s great to see that advisers
are understanding the importance of
lifetime mortgages and the part they
can play in later life planning and we
thank all the providers for their participation in the
articles for the magazine and trust that you benefit
from reading them, with special thanks to the Pure
Retirement marketing team who support its production
and editing.
Please enjoy the read and feel free to share.

Jane Hanlon,
Club Manager,
The Premier Equity Release Club
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Spotlight on ex Local
Authority housing
By Jane Hanlon, Club Manager, The Premier Equity Release Club
As many of you would have witnessed back
in the 1980s under Margaret Thatcher, home
ownership was actively encouraged, with
local housing stock being sold off at
discounted prices to the tenants under the
right to buy scheme. Actual numbers vary
according to which article you read, but it is
many thousands, with many of those in their
silver years looking to release equity.
So how do the Equity Release lenders feel
about this section of the market? The answer
is that not all are in favour. Please note for a
lender to consider the property it must be
outside the council discount period - usually
5 years – and of a standard construction of
brick and tile as a general rule. The table
below gives just an overview, with lenders
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being guided by valuer’s comments.
The Club desk has practical hands-on daily
experience of live cases passing through the
desk, keeping knowledge fresh and up-to-date
and is considered by many as the expertise in
this field. It’s yours to access free, whether it’s
to chat through an individual case or criteria, or
to use it as a sounding board of options.
Let us help you to write more business – tell
your clients how a Lifetime Mortgage can
change lives and support generations of a
family. It is no longer a last resort but a
planning tool of life.
Happy to take your calls, on 0132 567970 or
email
helpdesk@thepremierequityreleaseclub.co.uk

Lender

Ex Local Houses

Ex Local Flats

Leasehold properties

Aviva

Minimum valuation
£75,000

Minimum valuation £75,000 and then only use 85%
of the valuation figure. No more than 4 storeys in
block. (Lender requires full address, how many in
block, what floor, lift? And anything unusual.)

160 minus age of youngest

Hodge

Refer

N/a

Minimum 90 years

Just

Minimum valuation
£100,000

N/a

Minimum 120 years. Ground rent
no more than 0.1% and service
charge maximum of 1.5% of
market value

Legal &
General

Minimum valuation
£150,000

Minimum £150,000 and then only use 85% of the
valuation figure, under 6 storeys.

185 minus age of youngest (max
age 90)

LV=

Refer

N/a

Age 60-70 = 90 years minimum
Age 71-80 = 80 years minimum
Age 81-90 = 70 years minimum

more 2 life

Refer-Minimum property
value depends on scheme

N/a

Minimum 75 years for capital
choice, best refer

Onefamily

Case by case. If leasehold
£70,000 - £150,000 then
service charge no more
than 1.5%. If over, see
flats opposite.

Minimum valuation £250,000 with a minimum of
66% ownership. Max 6 storeys and service charge
for flats up to £400,000 no more than 2% - if over
£400,000 then 3%

155 minus the youngest with a
minimum of 75 years+. Service
charge £70,000 - £150,000–
1.5%; £150,000 - £400,000–
2%; over £400,000 – 3%

Pure
Retirment

Dislike large housing
estates - refer

N/a

145 minus age of youngest with
a minimum 75 years

Retirement
Advantage

Dislike large housing
estates - on the KFI
generator online, will
usually identify any issues.

Refer - Possible under the bespoke range, rate
loading of 0.5%. Maximum 5 storeys without lift.
If over, must have lift.

155 minus age of youngest with
a minimum of 80 years. Service
charge and ground rent 0.75% 1.5% refer

Please note lenders criteria can change without notice, please check with the lender.

Retirement

Experts in Equity Release
The freedom in retirement your clients deserve

 More for your customers with our Fee
Contributions and Cashback options

 Case Tracking facilities in our new online
portal

 Underwriters available as always for you  Applications online, paper–based or even
to speak to directly on the phone

 Dedicated Telephone Account Manager,
Broker Support Team and Face to face
BDMs to visit you in the field

a hybrid of the two

 Bespoke Marketing Support Team to help
you build your business, educational
materials and updates on the market

0113
3660
599
www.pureretirement.co.uk
For intermediary use only.
Pure Retirement Limited, 4305 Park Approach, Thorpe Park, Leeds, LS15 8GB Company registered
in England and Wales No. 7240896. Pure Retirement Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. FCA registered number 582621.

PURE MAX RANGE
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Long term care
and equity release
Retirement

By Paul Carter, CEO, Pure Retirement

Given the sector’s ongoing
current success it’s easy to
forget the battle equity release
has faced following the
badly-constructed products
which surfaced during the 80s
and early 90s. Often mis-sold,
they influenced how the
general public saw later life
lending and whatever the
reality might have been the
public began to see the sector
as one that existed to take
advantage of the elderly and
vulnerable.
Thankfully, through careful regulation (both
at a governmental level and industry level),
the market has become unrecognisable
from 30 years ago and is seeing rapid
growth as a result. A culture of responsible
lending has permeated the market and has
put the customer firmly at the forefront of
consideration, the ‘no negative equity’
guarantee that the industry adheres to being
chief among them.
With that in mind, and given the
demographic we transact with, it’s
important to consider long-term funding and
provision of adult care and how equity
release can fit into it. 36% of later life lending
applicants at present already release equity
to fund home improvements, and it’s fair to
assume that some of these will include
improving accessibility through additions
such as ramps and accessible bathrooms.
Nonetheless, there will be those forced to
enter long-term care while questioning how
to afford it, especially if they have a partner
still wishing to reside in their home. Some
may enter into a Deferred Payment
Arrangement with their local authority, but a
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DPA is only workable if an individual enters
long-term care, and their property remains
unoccupied. Housing wealth released
through equity release, meanwhile, can be
used to pay for temporary periods of
residential care and domiciliary care and
allows the policyholder and any other
residents to remain in their home.
More flexible products can help better cater
for our customers’ changing needs,
especially those entering care. In addition,
opening up discourse between advisers
and providers, and creating an
industry-wide discussion on catering for
customers’ needs, is another tool in
equity release’s constant mission to
better understand our customers and
their needs. At Pure’s upcoming

Autumn roadshows, we’ll have input from
My Care Consultant, experts in care
planning, who fully understand the ways to
pay for care and how equity release can
feature.
Proposals from within the industry include
individuals of a certain age ringfencing
equity for care, later topped up at a
government level and accessed through
an equity release product, and for a wider
planning for future care provisions being
more positively promoted. In the
meantime, through understanding our
customers’ needs and creating products
that better fit their changing needs, we can
make subtle changes that enrich our
customers’ lives by ourselves.

NEW!
Equity Release Council
Consumer Brochure
Available to download or Council members may purchase
printed versions to use with their customers.

Equity Release Council
How to access property wealth
in later life

www.equityreleasecouncil.com

Contents include:
• Information on what Equity Release is and how it can be used, along with the different types available
• How the consumer can find an adviser via the Equity Release Council and why they should select a member of the Council
• Statement of Principles • Product standards • Regulations • Complaints procedures
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Q&A with
The Council’s
new CEO
The Council’s new CEO Jim
Boyd joined the team in July.
We managed to pin him
down to answer some
questions and find out more
about him.
Q. Why did you want to be CEO of the
Equity Release Council?
A. I am passionate about good consumer
outcomes, and I believe equity release
meets a genuine consumer need and is
fundamental to later life funding.

Q. What other experience have you had
of the retirement market?

A. As an adviser to the Intergenerational
Longevity Centre – UK, I have a deep
understanding of the intergenerational
issues arising from the UK’s rapidly
Q. Where do you live?
growing elderly population and the
importance of financial services to support A. I live in Canterbury with my wife Kate and
their needs.
three children – 2 are teenagers and one is
10.
Q. What are the challenges facing the
sector?
Q. What are your interests?

A. I think it is important to generate
awareness of the very real benefits of
equity release among policy makers,
opinion
formers, politicians, regulators and
The Council plays a vital role - not only
consumers.
It is important to ensure that
providing consumer safeguards to ensure
the
wide-ranging
societal benefits arising
equity release products are trusted as
from
housing
wealth
– (and awareness of
being reliable, but also in facilitating the
the
products
and
advice
on offer) – are
growth of a safe equity release market that
recognised, to address intergenerational
gives more consumers access to a
financial solution in later life. I want to help inequalities to social care needs.
the sector achieve its potential as it goes
Q. What major issues should the Council
from strength to strength, it’s a very
be engaging with at present?
exciting time to be joining!
Q. What experience have you had with
Equity Release?
A. I have had extensive experience of the
retirement financial services markets,
having led the corporate affairs functions
at major providers (Britannic Retirement
Solutions, launching Just Retirement, and
at Partnership Assurance). They provided
equity release solutions and I have been
responsible for media and policy issues
with a commercial and reputational impact
for them.
I am also proud to have initiated the
campaign which resulted in the regulation
of reversionary equity release. Lack of
regulation was identified as a barrier to
consumers and the broadly-based
campaign provided a much-needed
consumer safeguard.
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being appointed as an Expert Adviser within
the Department for Work and Pensions. My
experience within Government has taught
me the importance of ensuring policy is
routed in practical considerations.

A. Care - Equity Release can play an
important role in supporting the funding of
adult social care. 43% of people in the
care system must pay for all their care
costs.
I am the founding Chairman of the
Council’s Care Working Group and
successfully campaigned to place a duty
on local authorities to signpost citizens
who need access to financial advice in the
Care Act. It is no surprise that the Council
addressed care funding as a key topic in
its July Parliamentary event with Damian
Green MP.
Q. Have you always been involved in
financial services?
A. While I have extensive experience in
financial services, I initially qualified and
practiced as a tax and trusts lawyer and
more recently I have had the privilege of

A. I love all sports, walking and am
passionate about cricket – although I am
hopeless at playing it myself.
Q. What are you most proud of having
achieved?
A. Being the pro-bono adviser to the Save
Bart’s patients campaign – which saved one
of our most loved hospitals from closure.
Q. What gets you out of bed in the
morning?
A. Coffee
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Common-sense,
flexible and
bespoke underwriting
By Alice Watson, Head of Marketing, Equity Release, Retirement Advantage

Here at Retirement Advantage
we’re really passionate about
supporting advisers, and that’s
why we give you direct access
to our underwriters. You can
pick up the phone and speak to
them, or email them directly to
talk through any potential
applications you might have.
Our underwriters have a wealth of
experience, and they take a
‘common-sense’ approach to your cases.
This means that they’ll take more unusual
cases into consideration, rather than just
rejecting them outright.
They want to make sure that we’re as
flexible as possible, to provide the best
outcomes for you and your clients.
Wherever they can they’ll look for a
solution for your case, and they’ll do their
best to place it.
Here are a few examples of cases that
we’ll be able to consider that you might
not be able to place elsewhere. We’ll
accept:
• Ex-local authority houses, dependant on
location

• Underpinned properties, with
the relevant guarantees in place
• Properties in a flood risk area, and
properties that have been flooded, as long
as it’s not in the last 5 years
• Customers who are married, but only one
of them is on the deeds (as long as the other
is happy to sign an occupancy waiver)
• Customers with poor credit history, with
no limits on the value/number of defaults
• Customers with satisfied or unsatisfied
CCJs
• Customers with discharged bankruptcies
and IVAs, as long as they have a certificate
of discharge, and all funds have been
repaid
• Customers with mortgage arrears
• Customers with debt management plans
• Lodgers, as long as they’re living in the
property on an informal basis, with no locks
on internal doors
Don’t forget that we also offer bespoke
underwriting for cases that fall outside of
our standard lending criteria. The exception
cases are reviewed on a case by case
basis by our underwriters. For our bespoke
underwriting we’ll consider:

• Flats above commercial premises

• Properties with a flat roof, in excess
of 45% of the total roof area

• Flat roofs up to 45%

• Ex-local authority flats

• Leasehold houses
• Properties adjacent to commercial
premises (this will be subject to the type
of commercial activities)
• Flats in blocks in excess of 6 floors (in
our typical underwriting criteria we will
accept a maximum of 6 storeys with a lift,
and 4 storeys without)
• Listed properties
We restrict these applications to a smaller
set of our products, and if your clients
want to take advantage of our enhanced
underwriting criteria, the AER will increase
by 0.50%. If you’ve got a case that you
think may be eligible for bespoke
underwriting, please get in touch with our
underwriters before submitting your
application, and they’ll see what they can
do for you.
If you’d like to talk about a case with
our underwriters, you can give them a
call on 0800 068 0212 or email them at
er-underwriting@retirementadvantage.com
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Dispelling the
top myths about
remortgaging
later in life

By Beth Jones, Marketing & Communications Executive, Hodge

As a later life specialist we
wanted to address some of the
most common myths
surrounding later life borrowing.
Whether it’s borrowers aged
55+ who may wrongly believe
they need to sell their home or
downsize when they come to
the end of their mortgage term,
let us help set the record
straight.
Over the coming years demand for
mortgages that run into later life is expected
to grow dramatically1. As it stands there are
around 1.7 million people in Britain on either
a part or full interest only mortgage and
around 200,000 of those are due to mature
by 20202., which means those borrowers will
need to repay the capital in full or seek an
alternative form of borrowing.
The FCA has raised concerns that those on
interest only mortgages – nearly one in five
UK mortgage customers1 - could have
shortfalls in their repayment plans, which
could lead to them losing their homes. To
help, it has relaxed the rules around how
interest only mortgages are sold and advised
on, calling on mortgage providers to give
older borrowers greater choice.
At the same time, later life lending can be a
means of helping asset rich but cash poor
retirees access funds without selling up or
moving. The Equity Release Council3 explains
that the growing interest in equity release –
which is attracting twice the number of
customers as 5 years ago – is a sign that
more homeowners consider their property as
a potential source of finance in later life.
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Our Business Development Director,
Steve Cox reveals 7 common things older
borrowers worry about when it comes to
remortgaging later in life, revealing the truth
behind common myths.
Steve says: “Many older borrowers might be
unaware of the options now available to them
and may be thinking they have to sell the
home they love, either to release funds or to
reduce borrowing. But this is not true.
“The recent FCA changes are a really positive
step for older borrowers and will help those
whose circumstances mean they require
affordable borrowing post age 55 to access
it. Equally, equity release offers those whose
home is their largest asset a means of
accessing finance without the need to move.
We’re now working and living longer than
ever before and with the right financial
support there’s no reason retirees shouldn’t
be able to remain in their current home long
into older age.”
In response to the changes by the FCA, and
recognising the needs of the later life
borrower, we’ve launched the 55+
Retirement Interest Only (RIO) mortgage, a
product which should be positively embraced
by the mainstream intermediary marketplace
as it’s a product that facilitates a holistic
approach to mortgage lending as consumers
transition into retirement. It’s also a potential
solution in many cases to a problem we
know is building, and no longer will people
need to feel that they are ‘too old to get a
mortgage’ or that they have been pushed to
sell their home as there is no other option.
The later life sector will continue to grow and
we strongly believe that the intermediary
market will be at the heart of providing great
customer outcomes. With fast growing

consumer awareness there will be demand
for products, choice and flexibility and RIO
Mortgages will bring another dimension to
an already buoyant market sector.
Read on to dispel the myths around later life
lending.
1. As an ‘older borrower’ the only option
available is equity release.
It’s not. Broadly speaking older borrowers
have two options available to them, equity
release or a residential mortgage.
Residential mortgage: Providers like us
offer mortgages specifically for older
borrowers, like the Retirement Interest Only
55+ (RIO 55+) mortgage and the 55+
mortgage. Borrowers make interest
payments every month and then repay the
capital part of the loan, in the case of RIO
when they die and the home is sold, or if
they move into long term care or indeed
choose to downsize.
Both the 55+ mortgage and the RIO 55+
mortgage take employment income
(including self-employed), rental income,
investment income and some benefits as
well as post retirement income such as
pensions into account and both mortgages
are open to applicants aged over 55. The
55+ mortgage is basically a ‘standard’
interest only mortgage that runs for a
minimum of 5 years or until a maximum age
of 95, giving borrowers an option for an
‘extended’ mortgage. The RIO 55+ doesn’t
have a set end term at all and can run until
the borrower passes away, moves into long
term care or chooses to sell their home.
Equity release: There are a variety of equity
release products available on the market,
from the more traditional options where
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interest is accumulated throughout the life of
the product and repaid when the customer
dies or sells the property to move into care, or
hybrid products where borrowers can make
monthly interest repayments for a period and
switch to ‘rolling up’ the interest at a later
date, like Hodge’s ‘Retirement Mortgage’.
We only sell our mortgages through financial
advisers as we believe it’s the best starting
place for older borrowers who might be
unsure which form of lending best suits their
needs. Our residential mortgages can be
recommended by mortgage brokers and
advisers, whilst our equity release mortgages
require advisers to hold an equity release
qualification.

retirement these days. So just because
they’ve been turned down by a mortgage
from a standard lender doesn’t mean
customers won’t be able to get a mortgage
later in life with a specialist lender.
Alternatively, standard equity release
products are generally not affordability
based, and may not include credit checking
as standard (our standard Equity Release
does not include a credit check).
4. Pension income won’t count as an
income in the same way a fixed salary
would.

6. If the customer’s circumstances change
they will be stuck with huge early
repayment charges.
Early repayment charges vary across the
market, but typically for both equity release and
standard mortgages for older borrowers, ERC’s
range between 5 and 10 years on average.
Staying in touch with your customers also
means that if their circumstances do change
the right product and outcome can be
achieved as customers journey through later
life. For example, if a RIO mortgage is taken
but later the customer needs to move away
from making regular monthly interest
repayments, equity release may become
appropriate depending on the customers age
and LTV requirements at that point.

False. Some later life specialists like us will
take pre-retirement income as well as
existing or expected retirement income into
2. The customer is too old to apply for a
account in the same way as they would
mortgage.
employment income. Remember to check as 7. If the customer can’t repay the capital at
the end of the mortgage they will be forced
Not with all lenders – for example, we’ll
some lenders will only look at income post
to sell their home.
accept applicants up to the age of 85 for
retirement when assessing affordability.
mortgages. Some products have fixed terms
It depends on what product has been selected.
Standard equity release products are not
for repayment whilst others run until death or
Whilst standard residential interest only
income dependent. So having little/no
entry into long term care, for example the 55+
mortgages that run into retirement require full
retirement or employment income will likely
RIO. Some products require interest only
capital repayment at the end of the set term,
not exclude customers from these product
repayments for the whole term, whilst with
others like the 55+ RIO don’t require full
types.
equity release mortgages, the interest can be
repayment until the borrower dies or moves
5. Later life lending will be really
rolled up, meaning no repayments are ever
into long term care, or decides to downsize.
expensive with little choice or flexibility.
required.
Equity release products are only repayable
Typical equity release pricing has fallen in the when the customer dies or goes into
3. My customer has already been turned
down by their existing lender so this case last couple of years and the products look
permanent long-term care.
and feel far more like high street mortgage
will be very hard to place.
Later life lending has been designed to avoid
products than ever before.
Not necessarily. Whilst some high street
forcing borrowers out of their homes by offering
banks are unable to offer mortgage products When it comes to later life mortgages, a
a range of products and solutions.
to older borrowers or offer them over a long
range of product options including fixed rate Sources:
www.fca.org.uk/news/speeches/building-societies-andenough term for repayments to be affordable, deals are available – for example our 55+
some specialist lenders like us will consider
mortgages offer a choice of 2 or 5-year fixed future-retail-banking
www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-urges-actionretirement income alongside any other
rates, giving borrowers choice over products. on-interest-only-mortgages
financial commitments. We also consider
In addition, products like the 55+ RIO don’t
www.ukfinance.org.uk/number-of-interest-onlymortgages-halves-in-six-years/
income pre-retirement as we appreciate there have an end term, giving flexibility, that
www.equityreleasecouncil.com/document-library/equityis no longer such a thing as a ‘typical’
standard mortgages don’t offer.
release-market-report-spring-2018/
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WHY ASHFORDS?
Because we’re
not a one
trick pony!
Ashford's Equity Release
Department is the UK’s
longest-operating specialist
equity release division, with
over 21 years of experience
and our first ever plan
completing in September 1997.
We not only offer a wealth of
advice that comes from
unrivalled specialist
experience, but by being part
of a larger firm we can also
offer your clients the following
services, under one roof, which
in recent years have surged in
demand:

We are a multi-based firm, clients are able to visit
any of our offices:

For further details of Ashford's
specialist team please see below:

Ashford House ,Grenadier Road, Exeter EX1 3LH

They handle the processing of your clients
equity release documents and mortgage offer.
They will update you on the progress of your
clients application on a step to step basis.

Princess Court, 23 Princess Street, Plymouth PL1
2EX

Alison Shiel

Tower Wharf, Cheese Lane, Bristol BS2 0JJ

Head of Operations
a.shiell@ashfords.co
.uk

Ashford Court, Blackbrook Park Avenue, Taunton
TA1 2PX

Direct:
01392 334068

London Office, 1 New Fetter Lane, London EC3
1AN

Kathy Cracknell
Associate

Gotham House, Tiverton EX16 6LT

k.cracknell@ashfords.co.uk

We have it covered to provide the best
service you and your clients need.

Direct:
01392 334048

Tim Platel
• Extending a lease

Solicitor
t.platell@ashfords.co.uk

• Buying a property
• Breaking a Trust
• Transferring a property
(into joint or sole names)

Direct:
01392 333985

Offices
Travelling
solicitors

Holly Fisher

• Divorce/Separation Agreement
• Varying a solar panel lease

IFA Team Equity Release
Supervisor
h.fisher@ashfords.co.uk

• Insolvency issues

Direct: 01392 334049

• Litigation/Repossession issues
Whilst the above is a non-exhaustive list, we
always encourage advisers to never decline
a seemingly complicated case without
having spoken to us first.
As well as offering an extensive legal offering
we now offer home visits by our travelling
solicitor team, allowing Countrywide clients
to be seen in the comfort of their home by
an Ashford's legal representative.
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Team:
Naomi Stephens
n.stephens@ashfords.co.uk
Direct 01392 33 4047

Laurence Steer
l.steer@ashfords.co.uk
Direct 01392 33 4053

Elle Greene

e.greene@ashfords.co.uk
Direct 01392 33 4113
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Guaranteed
inheritance feature
By Stuart Wilson, Channel Marketing Director, more 2 life

We all think about what legacy
we will leave after we’re gone;
what will people remember us
for? Did we make those we
love happy? Were we good
people? Did we inspire change
for the better? Did we write
that life-changing novel? Did
we discover a new species on
a faraway island?
We all have different dreams and desires,
but one thing we do have in common,
from the office workers to the
entrepreneurs, the teachers to the
inventors, is family. We might have different
ideas of what constitutes a family, but we
can all agree that the desire to ensure that
those closest to us are taken care of after
we’re gone – and more importantly, having
those we care about most benefit from our
successes and hard work when we are no
longer around to do so - is very much
present in most of our minds.
This is one of the reasons that sometimes
turn consumers off equity release, even if
they are struggling financially and can’t find
help elsewhere. Outdated myths lead
consumers to believe that their families will
be left with nothing, or even left with debt, if
they take out a lifetime mortgage. While this
is simply untrue, we can sympathise with
consumers for thinking this way; even the
suggestion of our loved ones not being able
to appreciate our legacies, or even worse,
the thought of leaving them in debt, is
enough to make anyone feel very wary
indeed.
Inheritance Protection and equity
release
The good news is that for the past few
years the equity release market has been
making headlines in the financial sector for
all the right reasons, due to unprecedented
levels of growth. 2017 saw over £3billion of
lending, and in Q2 2018 alone, the market
saw almost £1billion of lending. This rapid

growth has fuelled product innovation and
the evolution of modern lending features,
one of which is Inheritance Protection.
Inheritance Protection allows customers
who have not taken the maximum loan
available to them to secure a percentage of
their home’s future value as an inheritance.
This means that those who need to
supplement their finances and who can’t
find help anywhere else, be that through
re-mortgaging or unsecured loans, need not
worry about turning to equity release. The
No Negative Equity Guarantee, which
comes as standard with all Equity Release
Council approved plans, also means that
consumers will never owe more than the
value of their home, even if the interest rolls
up beyond the value of the property.
Furthermore, the equity release market has
been fully regulated by the FCA since 2004,
meaning customers must take financial
advice when applying for an equity release
plan. The horror stories and long lost equity
release myths of the 90s are truly a thing of
the past.
Not all features are created equal
However, it’s also key to keep an eye on the
cost of applying inheritance features to your
clients’ lifetime mortgages. The majority of
lenders will charge extra for the privilege,
reduce your client’s LTV by up to 50%, and
where the Inheritance Protection applies,
won’t include the feature automatically. With
more 2 life, our Guaranteed Inheritance
Feature comes automatically and at no
extra cost, wherever the client has not taken
the maximum LTV available.
If you have clients who are 55+, asset rich,
cash poor, and are struggling with
retirement finances, or even with an
interest-only mortgage coming up to
maturity with no repayment plan in place, a
lifetime mortgage could be the option for
them. Due to our innovation in modern
lending features, they needn’t worry about
looking after their loved ones when they’re
gone; we’ve got them covered. With more 2
life, your clients can concentrate on fulfilling
their dreams in retirement, with a lifetime
mortgage made to suit their needs.
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Removing the
Age Restrictions
By Chris Smyth, LV= Business Development Manager, Equity Release

Did you know that there are
currently 725,000* retirement
housing properties in the UK
(age restricted and housing
with care), equating to around
2.6%* of our total housing
stock?
In addition, there are currently
11.8* million people over the
age of 65 within the UK and this
number is forecasted to rise by
20%* over the next decade.
Here at LV= the client is always at the
centre of our product design process.
Looking at the figures above, it is inevitable
that more and more customers will be
looking for later life lending solutions in
connection with age-restricted properties.
This could be in respect of properties they
already live in, or for the purchase of an
age-restricted property, and we have
longstanding expertise in this area of the
market having offered lifetime mortgages on
this type of property since 2002.
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We will consider age restricted/sheltered
accommodation properties for lending on
both our Lump Sum + and Flexible Lifetime
Mortgage products, subject to underwriting,
on standard terms. No reduction in loan to
value and no change to the interest rate.
Please note that we are only able to
consider properties that were built more
than 3 years ago.
So, what do we need to be able to
underwrite an age restricted property?
• A copy of the lease

To find out more on our lending criteria for
this and other property types, please click on
our lending policy here: (External Lending
Policy)
For properties such as these, the research
part of the advice process is becoming more
and more challenging, combined with a huge
array of product options available to you.
Now more than ever it is crucial to have great
lender support. Our Sales Team is a fantastic
place to start, and they’ll be happy to guide
you through our process.

• A copy of the management accounts
together with details of the
service/management charges

T – 0800 028 8974 (option 1)

• Confirmation of any sinking fund/re-sale
fee, if applicable

*Source - Knight Frank, Retirement Housing Insight
Series 2018

It is also worth bearing in mind the
customer’s future intentions regarding age
restricted property when deciding which
lender to recommend. If they have a
definite intention or plan to move into
age-restricted property in the future you
should be considering a lender who will
allow a mortgage to be moved to property
of this type.

E – equityrelease.sales@lv.com
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Learning Zone
Inspired by Pure Retirement’s new Learning Zone on their Online
Portal, we continue to include a new Learning Zone section in our
2018 magazines, highlighting the events and resources that are
readily available to you, keeping you updated on this ever-growing
market and helping you to build your business in equity release.

Reports &
Webinars

Pure
Spring Term
Webinars
The latest insight and guidance on equity release
legalities with GW Legal’s Richard Espley and Pure
Retirment’s Craig Faulkiner

A guide to the latest digital marketing tools and
processes, ith Elemantary Digital’s Gyles
Seward and Pure Retirmenet’s Craig Faulkiner

View here

View here
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Upcoming
Events

Q4 Events
Pure Retirement
Autumn Roadshows
October 2018

Mortgage Strategy
Leaders Forum
October 2018

London Mortgage
Business Expo
October 2018

In The
News

Recent Headlines
Equity Release
contributing to a decline
in downsizing

Homeowners taking risks
by not getting advice
about Equity Release

Record levels of uptake for
the Adviser Guide to
Equity Release

Building

Business
Your
in Later Life Lending

Marketing Support

Pure Service
Toolkit

Pure’s Marketing Team are on hand to help you reach your customers,
with a whole range of bespoke materials for you to use
with your existing clients, prospect clients and potential introducers
Click here to find out more...
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Rate changes from 26th June 2018
Lender

Product

Lowest Rate

Aviva

Flexi
Lump

Please note that each Aviva case is individually assessed.

Hodge

Retirement – 5 Year Fixed
Flexi Life
Lump
Lifetime Plus
Lifetime Max
Indexed >55
Indexed Plus
Indexed Max

3.85%
4.29%
4.09%
5.09%
5.59%
5.57%
6.08%
6.60%

4.40%
4.44%
4.24%
5.09%
5.79%
5.57%
6.08%
6.60%

3.85% down
4.44% up
4.24% up
5.09%
5.79%
5.57%
6.08%
6.60%

Just
Retirement

Roll Up
Lump Sum Lite
Over 70
Lump Sum Lite C/B from £500
Lump Sum Plus
Lump Sum C/Back £1000

5.29%
60 - 4.8%
lower rate from 4.6%
4.80%
55 from 5.45%
55 from 5.69%

5.29%
5.29%
4.69%
4.85%
5.59%
5.75%

5.29%
from 4.8% down tiered
4.60%
4.80%
55 – 5.59%
55 from 5.69%

Legal &
General

Flexi
Flexi C/B
Flexi Plus
Flexi Plus CB 2%
Flexi Max
Flexi Max CB 2%
Flexi Max Plus
Flexi Max Plus CB 2%
Premier Range

3.68%
3.88%
3.94%
4.14%
4.65%
4.85%
5.33%
5.53%
3.56%

3.86%
4.06%
4.09%
4.29%
4.91%
5.11%
5.54%
5.74%
3.92%

3.71%
3.91%
3.94%
4.14%
4.65% down
4.85% down
5.33% down
5.53% down
3.56%

LV=

Flex
Lump Sum

6.04%
3.60%-4.63%

6.04%
3.90%-4.83%

6.04%
3.65%-4.63% up

More2life

Tailored Enhanced
Tailored Choice Cashback 2.5%
Capital Choice
Capital Choice Cashback 2% 35K
Capital Choice Plus
Capital Choice Plus Cashback 2%>35K
Maximum Choice Lump Sum
Maximum Draw Down

6.33%
6.58%-6.78%
4.51%
4.96%
4.95%
5.30%
5.46%
5.65%

6.37%
6.58%-6.78%
4.61%
5.01%
5.01%
5.38%
5.46%
5.65%

6.33%
6.58%-6.78%
4.51% down
4.96% down
4.95%
5.30%
5.46%
5.65%

Onefamily

Lump Lite CPI
Lump Lite Fixed
Lump Standard CPI
Lump Standard Fixed
Voluntary Lite CPI
Voluntary Lite Fixed
Voluntary Standard CPI
Voluntary Standard Fixed
Interest Lite CPI
Interest Lite Fixed
Interest Standard CPI
Interest Standard Fixed

3.56%
5.00%
3.76%
5.50%
4.06%
4.43%
4.27%
4.90%
3.56%
4.43%
3.76%
4.90%

5.64%
5.30%
5.85%
5.80%
6.16%
5.80%
6.37%
6.30%
5.64%
5.00%
5.85%
5.80%

5.64%
5.00%
5.85%
5.80%
6.16%
4.43% down
6.37%
4.90% down
5.64%
4.43% down
5.85%
4.90%

Pure
Retirement

Max Drawdown 1
Max Drawdown 2
Max Drawdown 3 Cashback option 2.5%

6.29%-6.84%
6.04%-6.59%
6.44%-6.99%

6.39%-6.99%
6.14%-6.74%
6.54%-7.14%

6.29%-6.84%
6.04%-6.59%
6.44%-6.99%

Retirement
Advantage

Interest Gold
Interest Platinum
Voluntary Gold
Voluntary Platinum
Lifestyle Lite
Lifestyle Gold
Lifestyle Gold Plus
Lifestyle Platinum
Lifestyle Platinum C/Back 3%
Lifestyle
Voluntary

5.49%
5.99%
5.69%
5.89%
4.09%
4.48%
5.59%
6.58%
6.88%
6.16%
6.36%

5.49%
5.99%
5.69%
6.29%
4.09%
4.48%
5.59%
6.58%
6.88%
6.44%
6.64%

5.49%
5.99%
5.69%
6.29%
4.09%
4.48%
5.59%
6.58%
6.88%
6.16% down
6.36% down

London & SE loaded
more schemes with
£599 Arr/fee

New - pay val
New - pay val

New
BTL &
Seconds

Highest Rate

Current Rate

Correct at 13/09/2018. Please always check lenders rates and commissions as this can change without notice.
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Contact details and extra services
Lenders

Solicitors

PI Cover

Aviva
www.aviva-for-advisers.co.uk
0800 015 4909

Marketing deals available
if using panel solicitors and
lenders £50

The PI Desk market leading with
18 years experience in FS
Call Jane 01326 567970

Bridgewater
08451 4050600

Ashfords
01392 334060
£495 + VAT + disbursements for club
members

Crown
0208 875 5665
Mark King

Ashfords London Premier Service
£750 + VAT + disbursements for quicker
turnaround by 5-10 working days

Sourcing

Hodge Lifetime
www.hodgeforintermediaries.co.uk
0800 731 4076

Aldington Law
01257 686386
www.aldingtonlaw.co.uk
£630 + VAT for club members

Iress- free
www.thepremierequityreleaseclub.co.uk
Registration on home page
left scroll down

Just Retirement
www.justadviser.com
0845 302 2287

Gilroy Steel
01604 620890
www.gilroysteel.co.uk
£595 + VAT for club members

Benefit software

Legal & General
www.landghomefinance.com
03330 048 444

Poyntons Law
01625 837937
www.poyntonlaw.co.uk
£595 + VAT and Dis for club,
inc home visit by sols

Freeben
www.freeben.co.uk
30 day free trail and £40.50 per
annum with 10% discount per annum
for club members

LV=
www.lvadviser.com
0800 028 8974

Poyntons Premier Service
£650 + VAT + Dis for accelerated
completion and Weekend appts

WEB services

More2life
www.more2life.co.uk
08454 150 151

Marketing deals available if using
panel solicitors and lenders £50

Website for IFA made to measure
from £145 for 12 months. From
Freeben, call Jane 01326 567970

Pure Retirement
www.pureretirement.co.uk
0800 0818 281

NEW LPA /WILL service

Equity Release Council
www.equityreleasecouncil.com
0844 669 7085

Retirement Advantage
www.retirementadvantage.com
0800 068 0212

The Right Will refer to
01326 567970

Onefamily
www.onefamilyadviser.com
0800 802 1645
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